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Here are some ideas about using the free GeoGebra and TinkerCAD software as vehicles for making
designs for wheels for a `Race For The Line’ model rocket car. Some of these can be used directly
by Year 7 students taking part in Season 3 of the competition. They can also be used by Student
Digital Ambassadors, e.g. from Year 10 or 12, as starting points for creating other STEM resources
for their fellow students, and their teachers. GeoGebra is free software originally intended for
mathematics: GEOmetry and alGEBRA.
It is available for many devices
including Apple and Android phones
and tablets. I am using a Windows 10
laptop to write these notes, so I have
installed the most recent version of
`GeoGebra Classic’ for Windows from
the GeoGebra website.
We’ll start by exploring some of the
basic geometry we can do on a 2dimensional sheet of graph paper,
called the `Graphics View’. The wheels
provided for the Season 2 `Race For
The Line’ RFTL cars have a radius of
about 4cm. Towards the top of the
screenshot you will see a number of
little picture, called `icons’. I have used
the second one to create two points by
clicking on the origin, where the axes
meet, and on the point 4 units along
the x-axis. These have been shown as
dots labelled A and B, and appear in the Algebra View as coordinates (0, 0) and (4, 0).
In order to create a circle you can click on the 6th icon and select `Circle with Centre through Point’.
Click on the centre point A, and then on the point B, to create the circle. The Algebra View tells us
that we have created a `conic’ called `c’ with the equation
`x2 + y2 = 16’. The blue dot alongside tells us that it is
visible. Click the dot to hide, and then show, the circle.
The simplest form of wheel is a `disc’, which is a filled-in
circle. Right-click anywhere on the circle to open a
dialogue box. The last option is called `Object Properties’.
Click on this to change the display and colour of the circle.

Select the `Colour’ tab, and choose a colour to use to fill
in the circle, such as red. Drag the blue pointer in the
`Opacity’ box to change the way the disc will be shaded. I
have chosen 50% opacity.
In order to make a `hole’ for the axle to pass through you
can just right click on the point A, and change its `Object
Properties’. This time we can select the `Style’ tab and
change the `Point Size’ e.g. to 9.
Finally, to tidy the picture up, we can hide point B, and also hide
the label for point A. So there’s a very crude style of wheel. The
actual wheels supplied for RFTL have three different components.
The centre of the wheel is a `hub’ which fits onto the axle. The
outside of the wheel is a circular `tyre’ which is joined to the hub
by a number of `spokes’. We can represent the hub by a disc
with a hole in the centre – basically a mini version of the shape
we have just created. We can represent the tyre by a pair of
circles with the same centre as the hub, marking the outside and
inside of the tyre. We can represent the first
spoke by a `segment’ of a line which connects the
hub to the tyre. We can space our spokes equally
by rotating the first spoke by a fraction of a circle.
For example we can rotate it twice by 120° to
create three equally spaced spokes, like the
badge on a certain make of German cars. Here is
the job partially done. I started by showing point
B again, and dragging it from (4, 0) to (1, 0) to
create a `hub’ of radius 1 cm. The points C and D
are created on the x-axis to define the outer and
inner circles representing the `tyre’. The outer
circle, `c’, has been shaded in green, and the inner
circle, `e’ has been shaded in white (thus
obliterating the graph paper). Finally the point E
has been created somewhere on the outer circle.
The third icon is used to create the `segment’ AE.
Its properties have been adjusted to colour it blue
and to make it very thick. Finally we just need to
create the other spokes using the `transformation’
icon – the 9th along the icon bar. Select `Rotate
around Point’. Click on the segment AE, then the centre A and then enter 120 for the angle.
Repeat this so that you have three spokes. Now you can tidy up by hiding labels etc.

But wouldn’t it be nice if we could get the `wheel’ to spin?
Right-click on the point E, and select `Animation On’. This
should set the wheel spinning quite slowly. In the bottomleft of the `Graphics View’ there is a little `pause button’.
Click this to stop the animation. Right-click on E again and
select `Object Properties’ and use the `Algebra’ tab. Here
you can change the speed and type of animation. I have
increased the `Speed’ from 1 to 5 units.

Finally remember to save your work
using the `Files’ tab. I have hidden the
points, labels, axes and grid. You could
also use the `View’ tab to hide the
`Algebra View’ and the `Input Bar’.
See if you can find out how to create a
video, or export an animated GIF, from an
animated GeoGebra construction. If you
create your own GeoGebra account you
can use `File’ and `Share’ to upload your
work to the web at `GeoGebraTube’.
Have fun! But now let’s get out of the
plane and into space by exploring the `3D
View’ in GeoGebra. Use the `View’ tab to
hide `Algebra’ and `Input Bar’, and also to
open a `3D Graphics’ view.
Now your screen will have two pictures. The one on the left is your original
`Graphics’ View, the one on the right is the same picture shown on the xyplane of a 3D set of axes. You can adjust the viewpoint by dragging the view
with the right mouse button held down.

The animation control at the bottom left of the Graphics View should animate both screens. So
now use the `File’ tab and select `New Window’. Add a `3D Graphics’ view. Now we can build up
the picture again in the `Graphics View’. H is created as any point on the circle `d’ through D. The
segment HA cuts the circle through B at the point I. Hide the segment HA and create the segment
HI. Animate the point H, and adjust the speed to 5 units. In order to create a 3D model we will turn
each of the circles into cylinders rising out from the Graphics View. We will also turn the single
segment, representing a spoke, into a cylinder. We can create a variable called `w’ and give it a
value, e.g. 0.5 by typing `w = 0.5’ into the Input Bar – corresponding to a width of 5mm.

In the 3D view, click on the 9th icon and select `Extrude to Pyramid or Cone’.
Now click on any of the four circles. A dialogue box should pop up and ask
for an `Altitude’. Just type in `w’, and press `OK’. Doing this for each circle
should produce four
short cylinders.
Use the `Object
Properties’ dialogue
to change the
colours of the
circles and cylinders, but leave the Opacity set to 0%. In order to create a
cylinder for the spoke we use a different selection from the 9 th icon, called `Cylinder’ Here we just
need to click on two points on the axis of our cylinder (I and H) and then type in the radius (w/2).
Now you can animate the 2D drawing, and the 3D image should be put in motion too. Finally we
just need to rotate the cylinder representing the spoke around the z-axis. Click on the 12th icon and
select `Rotate around Line’. We need to select the cylinder called `o’ as the object and the z-axis as
the line. Instead of clicking on the pale blue cylinder `o’ in the 3D View, it might be easier to click
on its name `o’ in the `cylinder’ list in the Algebra View. Then click on the dark blue z-axis. Finally
enter 120° in the dialogue box. Repeat the process using the second spoke to create the third.

Before leaving GeoGebra we will take a quick look at a different way to make the hub as a tapered
cylinder, called the `frustum of a cone’, and a way to define a ring doughnut, called a `torus’, to
make a tyre. Of course there is a lot more we can do with GeoGebra than geometry in 2D and 3D.
When we collect a set of data we can store it in GeoGebra’s `Spreadsheet View’ and plot graphs in
the `Graphics View. Anyway, back to the Geometry.

We will start by creating a basic cone, using the 9th icon. This needs two points and a radius. So I
have used the 2nd icon to create points A at the origin (0, 0, 0) and B on the z-axis at (0, 0, 5). Then
enter `r = 2’ in the `Input Bar’. Now use the `Cone’ option from the 9th icon. Click first on A, and
then on B. A dialog box opens up for the radius of the cone. Enter `r’ for the radius and your cone
will appear. It is called `a’ and
the Algebra View show that
its volume is 20.94 cubic
units. We have also created a
`conic’ called `c’, which is the
base circle in the xy-plane.
The brackets to the right of `c’
give its `parametric
equations’ – very A-level!
The surface of the cone is
called `b’, and its surface area
is 33.84 square units.
Now we want to cut the top
of the cone away to leave a tapering cylinder
behind. We need to create a plane
perpendicular to the z-axis through a point
somewhere between A and B. Use the 2nd
icon to create point C on the z-axis at (0, 0, 1).
Use the 8th icon to create a `Perpendicular
Plane’. Click on C, and then on the z-axis, to
create the plane `d’. Now we will use the 7th
icon to use the plane `d’ as a sort of saw to
try to cut away part of the cone.
Unfortunately this just creates the
circle where the cone and the plane
intersect. If we hide the Surface `b’
we can see the top and bottom of
our tapering cylinder, called a
`frustum of a cone’. So we can use
Google to see if we can find any way
to “create a frustum of a cone in
GeoGebra”. The second match
takes us to a worksheet contributed
by Felix Yip Wing Chung:
https://www.geogebra.org/material
/show/id/2413563. Click on the `Download’ button and accept the `terms and conditions.

There link to download the GeoGebra file is here. Once it is downloaded you can click on the file
name to open it in GeoGebra:

The Graphics View shows that Felix has created 3 `sliders’ to use to adjust the radii of the top and
bottom circle, and the distance between them. Instead of creating a `Cone’, Felix has entered the
`parametric equation’ for his own surface called `a(s,t)’. So that we can see that while GeoGebra
currently provides some excellent tools for handling 3D objects, they do not always include some of
the ones we need. But with the Internet we can search to find clues from other people on how to
do the tasks using other functions of GeoGebra.
That is precisely what we will
now do to find how to create a
`tyre’ – we need to search to
see if some kind person has
posted information about how
to draw a `torus’ (i.e. ring
doughnut) in GeoGebra.
Fortunately they have!
Searching on “surfaces in GeoGebra” comes up with
first response as a page in the GeoGebra manual:
https://wiki.geogebra.org/en/Surface_Command , and
the example given is that of a torus! So all we have to
do is first to start a `New Window’ and select `View’.
We want to hide the `Graphics’ View and open a `3D
Graphics’ View. In the `Input’ bar at the bottom of the
screen we need to define values for the radii `R’ and `r’.
`R’ is the radius of the circle formed by the middle of
the tyre, and `r’ is the radius of the tyre itself. Then you

can enter the parametric equations for the Surface quoted in the GeoGebra manual.
We have now met several ways to create objects like points, circles, planes, cylinders, cones,
frustra, segments and toruses – and also how to animate them. We have also seen that while
geometry has been the main objective we have used numbers, arithmetic, algebra and
trigonometry to gain control. In geometry we can define a circle either as the set of points a fixed
distance (the radius) from a fixed point (the centre), or as the locus of a point moving a fixed
distance from a fixed point. The first is a static relationship, the second tells us more about how to
create a circle – like using a thumb-tack, a piece of string and a pencil. We have seen that a circle of
radius 4 about the origin (0, 0) has an equation of x2 + y2 = 16 – which can be derived from
Pythagoras’ theorem. It can also be defined by the pair of equations: x = 4 cos(t), y = 4 sin(t), where
t ranges between 0° and 360°. These are the parametric equations of the circle. GeoGebra mainly
uses a measure of angles called `radians’ in which 360° is equivalent to 2π radians. If we work in
3D the equation x2 + y2 + z2 = 16 is the equation of a sphere. In order to draw a sphere we need to
use its parametric equations which look like: x = 4 sin(u) sin(v), y = 4 cos(u) sin(v), z = 4 cos(v). In
the Input Bar this looks like: Surface[R sin(u) sin(v), R cos(u) sin(v), R sin(v), u, 0, 2π, v, 0, π]
Give it a try. See what happens if
you change the starting value for
the parameter v from 0 to π/2.
How do you think we could get
the top half of the sphere instead
of the bottom half?
(Note: in order to get the value π
you can either type `pi’ or use the
little `α’ symbol at the end of the
Input bar to see a set of symbols
including ` π’.)

In order to produce some designs
for wheels that are 3D printable we will now switch tools from GeoGebra to the free, cloud-based
TinkerCAD software from Autodesk.

